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CLEAR-COM PRESENTS THEME PARK COMMUNICATION 
SOLUTIONS AT EAS 

 
ALAMEDA, USA – OCTOBER 8, 2015 – Clear-Com®, the leader in wired and wireless 

communication solutions, is pleased to exhibit its breadth of theme park communication and 

connectivity solutions at the European Attraction Show. As the pioneer of professional 

intercom solutions since 1968, Clear-Com addresses the Theme Park market with proven 

communication solutions for ride safety and operations, stage performance productions and 

park-wide audio and video signal distribution.  

 

Clear-Com intercom systems are utilised at Theme Parks all over the world, in preference 

two-way radios, as intercoms allow full-duplex communication whether between two people 

or hundreds of users. Behind the scene of many stage performances, crew members use 

Clear-Com to coordinate show productions and to ensure ride safety by facilitating clear, 

two-way, real-time communication between handlers and ride operators. Clear-Com’s ultra-

fast A/V distribution systems cost-effectively carry and route audio, video, intercom signals, 

and control data to ensure that relevant content reaches the right location at the right time. 

 

“The challenges faced by park crew are many and varied and when there is an issue it often 

boils down to a lack of real-time communication during ride operation or emergency 

situations” said Richard Palmer, Regional Sales Manager at Clear-Com. “Clear-Com system 

enables crew members to remain in constant contact, with audio quality so clear and crisp 

that the conversations over intercom sound the same as those in person, even in noisy 

environments or extreme weather conditions” he concludes.  

Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, the first Ferrari branded theme park selected Clear-Com’s 

FreeSpeak II wireless intercom system to enable ride operation coordination and ensure ride 

safety. The FreeSpeak II also provides its services to XCaret, the ecological tourist attraction 

situated in Cancun, Mexico, to produce its spectacular live stage show. 

 

At the Euro Attraction Show, Clear-Com is proud to present the FreeSpeak II and DX Series 

wireless solutions for untethered mobile communications. Also the company will debut its 

IKB-12 wall-mount wired intercom panel as well as other digital intercom and connectivity 

solutions for small ride operations to park-wide deployments.  

http://www.clearcom.com/news/ferrari-world-abu-dhabi-selects-clear-com-for-ride-operation-communication
http://www.clearcom.com/markets/case-story/commercial/mexican-theme-park-xcaret-chooses-clear-com-for-spectacular-stage-show


 
 

 
 
About Clear-Com® 
Clear-Com, an HME company, is a trusted global provider of professional real-time 
communications solutions and services since 1968. We innovate market proven 
technologies that link people together through wired and wireless systems. 
 
Clear-Com was first to market portable wired and wireless intercom systems for live 
performances. Since then, our history of technological advancements and innovations has 
delivered significant improvements to the way people collaborate in professional settings 
where real-time communication matters. For the markets we serve -- broadcast, live 
performance, live events, sports, military, aerospace and government-- our communication 
products have consistently met the demands for high quality audio, reliability, scalability and 
low latency, while addressing communication requirements of varying size and complexity. 
Our reputation in the industry is not only based on our product achievements, but also on 
our consistent level of customer engagement and dedication to delivering the right solutions 
for specialized applications, with the expertise to make it work. Around the globe and across 
markets, Clear-Com’s innovations and solutions have received numerous awards and 
recognitions for ingenuity and impact to customers. 
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